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I consider a new semiclassical expansion for the inflaton eld in the framework of warm inflation
scenario. The fluctuations of the matter eld are considered as coupled with the particles of the
thermal bath. This coupling parameter depends with the temperature of the bath. The power
spectrum remains invariant under this new semiclassical expansion for the inflaton. However, I nd
that the amplitude for the matter eld fluctuations could be strongly dependent with the coupling
for temperatures Tr <∼ 1015 GeV.
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Inflation is needed because it solves the horizon, flat-
ness, and monopole problems of the very early universe.
This theory also provides a mechanism for the creation
of primordial density fluctuations. The dierential mi-
crowave radiometer (DMR) on the Cosmic Background
Explorer (COBE) has made the rst direct probe of the
initial density perturbations through detection of the
temperature anisotropies in the cosmic background radi-
ation (CBR). The results are consistent with the scaling
spectrum given by the inflationary model. For inflation
the simplest assumption is that there are two scales: a
long - time, long - distance scale associated with the vac-
uum energy dynamics and a single short - time, short
- distance scale associated with a random force compo-
nent. The Hubble time during inflation, 1=H , appropri-
ately separates the two regimes.
Quantum fluctuations [1] and thermal fluctuations [2]
of matter elds can play a prominent role in inflation-
ary cosmology. During inflation, vacuum fluctuations on
scales smaller than the size of the horizon are magni-
ed into classical perturbations on scales bigger than the
Hubble radius [3]. The classical perturbations can lead to
classical curvature of spacetime and energy density per-
turbations after inflation. These density perturbations
should be responsible for the formation of large - scale
structure of the universe, as well as, the anisotropies in
the cosmic microwave background [4]. Structure forma-
tion scenarios, can receive important restrictions based
on the measured Tr=Tr = 1:1 10−5. According to the
standard inflationary model, the formation of large - scale
structure in the universe has its origin in the growth of
primordial inhomogeneities in the matter distribution.
In a previous work [5] I studied a stochastic approach
for the backreaction of the metric produced by the fluc-
tuations of the matter eld in the framework of warm
inflation scenario. In that work I considered a minimum
gravitational coupling between the scalar eld and the
elds in the thermal bath. The aim of this letter is to
consider a coupled thermal interaction between the mat-
ter eld fluctuations and the elds in the thermal bath to
study the matter eld fluctuations in the warm inflation
scenario.
Warm inflation takes into account separately, the mat-
ter and radiation energy fluctuations. In this scenario the
eld ’ interacts with the particles of a thermal bath with
a mean temperature (Tr) smaller than the Grand Unied
Theories (GUT) critical temperature: Tr < TGUT ’
1015 GeV. This scenario was introduced by A. Berera
[6,7]. In the warm inflation era, the kinetic component
of energy, kin, must be smaller than the vacuum energy,
which is given by the eective potential V (’)
(’)  m  V (’)  kin; (1)
where kin(’) = r(’) + _’2=2, and the radiation energy
density is r(’) =
(')
8H(') _’
2. Here, ’ is a scalar eld
of matter, (’) is an eective friction parameter that
represent the interaction of the matter eld with other
elds of the thermal bath.
In this letter I consider a new semiclassical expansion
for the inflaton eld ’
’(~x; t) = c(t) + (t) (~x; t); (2)
where c(t) =< Ej’(~x; t)jE > and < Ej(~x; t)jE >=<
Ej _(~x; t)jE >= 0. Here, jE > is an arbitrary state. Fur-
thermore, (t) is a dimensionless time - dependent func-
tion that characterize the gravitational coupling between
the inflaton eld fluctuations and the elds in the ther-
mal bath. Furthermore, the classical time - dependent
eld c(t) gives the instantaneous background.
The dynamics of the classical eld c(t) was obtained
in previous works [8]
¨c + [3Hc + c] _c + V 0(c) = 0; (3)


















































and the temperature of the bath is Tr / 1=4r [c(t)]. The




+ V (c); (6)




I study the perturbations on a globally flat, homo-
geneous and isotropic spacetime, described by a flat
Friedmann - Robertson - Walker (FRW) metric ds2 =
−dt2 + a2d~x2. The equation for the quantum perturba-





















 = 0: (7)
To simplify the structure of this equation, we can intro-







r2− 2 = 0; (8)
where 2(t) = k
2
o(t)
a2 is a eective squared time - depen-













Note that this parameter does not depends on . For
Hc+c=3+ 2 _3 = 0, one obtains the particular map cg =
cg. Furthermore, for c=3 + 2 _=(3) = 0 the resulting
map is cg = e
−3=2
R
Hcdt cg, which coincides with the
map developed in standard inflation [3] with the standard
semiclassical expansion ’ = c + .
The backreaction of the metric with the quantum fluc-
tuations of the matter eld introduces an eective cur-
vature (K) on the globally flat FRW background metric,









































As the coupling parameter (t) decreases during the
rapid expansion of the universe [ _(t) < 0], the sign of
the eective curvature will be dependent on the term
 _ <  _ > in eq. (11).
To study the consequences of this approach, we can
consider a power - law expansion of the universe. In this
model the scale factor is a / (t=to)p, and Hc(t) = p=t.
The eective classical potential and the radiation energy



































where p=t = Hoec(t)=m.
The redened matter eld perturbations on the in-
frared sector [k2  k2o(t)] takes into account only the
modes much bigger than the size of the horizon. It can
be written as a Fourier expansion in terms of the modes















where ak and a
y
k are the annihilation and creation oper-
ators with commutation relations [ak; a
y




k0 ] = [ak; ak0 ] = 0. The dimensionless constant
 = k=ko  1 is introduced to take into account only the
modes with wavelengths much bigger than the size of the
horizon. As was showed in a previous work [9], the rede-
ned fluctuations cg are classical in the infrared sector.
This implies that k _k − _kk ’ 0.
To make a calculation in the power - law inflation
model I consider  = [Tr(t)=M ] (with   0 and  < 1),
and c = γ(p=t). Here, M ’ 1015 GeV, is the GUT





r | where N(Tr) is the number of rela-











288 + 192γ + 32γ2

: (15)








k = 0; (16)
where the squared time - dependent parameter of mass is
given by eq. (15). The asymptotic solution for eq. (16)



















































From the condition n − 1 = 2(1 − ) for the spectral
index n [10], one obtains the following condition for the
constraint jn− 1j < 0:3 obtained with the COBE data
[0:702(p− 1)]2 − 1
4
< L2 <
[1:3(p− 1)]2 − 1
4
: (20)
A spectral index n  1, also has been found in a model
with cosmic strings plus cold or hot dark matter [11,12].
The standard choice of n = 1 was rst advocated by
Harrison [13] and Zel’dovich [14] on the ground that it is
3
scale invariant at the epoch of horizon entry. The condi-
tion (20) can be written as
γ1(p) < γ < γ2(p); (21)


























32448pm2 − 41679p2M2p − 3042p3M2p




f1(p) = 750000p2M2p − 8000000m2; (24)
f2(p) = 300p2M2p − 3200m2: (25)
Finally, we can calculate the dependence in the ampli-
tude of the fluctuations due to the semiclassical expan-





amplitude for the fluc-
tuations of the matter eld within gravitational coupling
(i.e., with  6= 0) and 〈2cg(=0)IR is the amplitude for the
matter eld fluctuations without gravitational coupling
( 6= 0), the only contribution in the amplitude for the
















where T r is the temperature when the horizon entry. For




’ 1 for all the  - values.
However, for T r < M one obtains a strongly coupling -











To summarize, in this letter I considered a new semi-
classical expansion for the inflaton eld in warm inflation.
The matter eld fluctuations are considered as coupled
with the particles of the thermal bath with temperature
Tr < TGUT . The coupling parameter  = (Tr=M) , de-
pends with the temperature of the bath. In this frame-
work, I nd that the equation of motion for the redened
matter eld fluctuations , remains invariant under the




3 )dt. This implies
that the chosen semiclassical expansion ’ = c + (t)
does not modies the power spectrum | obtained with
the standard semiclassical expansion ’ = c +  | for
the fluctuations of energy density. However, I nd that






), depends strongly on the gravitational
coupling for temperatures T r < M . This means that
the gravitational coupling could be very important in
the early universe when the background temperature is
around (but smaller than) 1015 GeV.
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